Applicants must satisfy the following entry requirements with option A or B before signing an Apprenticeship contract.

**Note:** High school transcripts showing the approved course credits obtained must be within the past 10 years.

### Option A: High School Credentials

#### September 2019- August 2020

**MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS**
- Pass English 10 or Literacy 30
- Pass Math 20 (1, 2 or 3)
- Pass Science 20 (Including Experiential Science)

**RECOMMENDED PATH**
- Pass English 30-1, 30-2 or Literacy 30
- Pass Math 30-1, 30-2, 30-3
- Pass any Science level 30, including experiential science

*or*

**September 2020**

- Pass English 30-1, 30-2, or Literacy 30
- Pass Math 30-1, 30-2, 30-3
- Pass Any Science level 30 course, including Experiential Science

*or*

**SCHOOLS NORTH APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM (SNAP)** – SNAP apprentices are not required to satisfy the entrance requirements prior to signing an apprenticeship contract. However, the SNAP apprentice must satisfy the entrance requirements or write the TEE before attending technical training.

### Option B: Trades Entrance Exam

When a person wants to enter the trades but does not have the above high school credits they will write a trades entrance exam. You must have an employer to write the trades entrance exam. The exams are based on the trade clusters found below.

#### CATEGORY 1 - Exam #2
- Baker
- Cabinetmaker
- Carpenter
- Cook
- Crane and Hoisting Equipment Operator
- Floor Covering Installer
- Glazier
- Hairstylist
- Housing Maintainer
- Insulator – Heat and Frost
- Locksmith
- Painter and Decorator
- Parts Technician – Material and Parts
- Roofer
- Sheet Metal Worker
- Sprinkler Systems Installer
- Steamfitter – Pipefitter
- Welder

#### CATEGORY 2 - Exam #3
- Automotive Service Technician
- Auto Body Technician
- Heavy Equipment Technician
- Machinist
- Outdoor Power Equipment Technician

#### CATEGORY 3 - Exam #5
- Appliance Service Technician
- Communication Technician
- Construction Electrician
- Industrial Electrician
- Gasfitter A
- Gasfitter B
- Industrial Instrument Technician
- Industrial Mechanic – Millwright
- Oil Heat Systems Technician
- Plumber
- Power Systems Electrician
- Powerline Technician
- Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Mechanic

* Exceptions will be made for apprentices who are active or are certified in a related trade and for those who have passed a trade specific pre-employment program or technical training in another jurisdiction.